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ACCELALPHA
WMS MOBILE APP

Accelalpha’s new mobile app for Cloud WMS brings a host of benefits to streamline your operations. With 
a modern look and feel, improved user adoption, and touchscreen capabilities, your team will experience a 
seamless transition into a more intuitive interface. SThe app supports transactions with fewer keystrokes, 
eliminating the need for Control Key (CTRL) commands. The ability to support images in transactions further 
enhances the user experience, addressing common challenges associated with text-based RF interfaces in 
WMS Cloud scanners.

Our Approach

Why a Mobile App?

Efficiency gains are the main benefit of the mobile app. Touchscreen capabilities and fewer keystrokes make 
transactions smoother and faster. Faster onboarding for new warehouse employees is another benefit, 
thanks to the user-friendly nature of the app’s graphical user interface (GUI). Training is simple and  user 
adoption is improved by a familiar and intuitive user interface familiar to all smartphone users.
For existing Oracle WMS users, there is minimal configuration needed to ensure a straightforward 
connection to the new app. Accelalpha’s new mobile app is not just an upgrade; it’s a revolution in 
warehouse management. 

Benefits

Accelalpha has been implementing and managing Oracle Cloud Warehouse Management System (WMS) 
for its customers for many years and is the global leader in Oracle WMS implementations. Recently we’ve 
noticed a demand from our customers for an improved user experience with mobile devices used in the 
warehouse. Customers are looking for a user experience more like the one we all have when using our 
smartphones. To meet this need, Accelalpha has developed a new Mobile Interface for Oracle Cloud WMS.

This new user interface will improve warehouse productivity; it’s easy to use and fast. The application is 
also device independent and can run on all major brands of mobile devices. It can support mobile screen 
modifications to suit warehouse processes that may differ from the standard WMS transaction flow. 
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